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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method of creating text using a computer having a 
display screen and a pointing mechanism for identifying 
locations on the display screen. The method involves 
displaying a list of commonly used words on the screen 
so that the user may select the words to be used in the 
text by successively pointing to them. The computer 
responds to the pointing mechanism and displays on the 
screen a line of text comprising the identified words in 
their successive order of selection. 
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METHOD OF CREATING TEXT US NGA 
COMPUTER 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 5 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION O 

This invention is a new way of creating text using a 
pointing mechanism such as a light pen or touch sensi 
tive display screen to point to words that a program 
causes to be displayed on the screen, thereby adding 
them to the text. 
The standard method of creating text is by typing on 

a keyboard. This method requires considerable skill to 
be able to create text at reasonably high rates. It typi 
cally takes adults about 100 hours of training to attain a 
typing speed of about 40 words per minute. Young 20 
children are not taught to type because they do not have 
the mental and/or physical dexterity required. 
As personal computers become less expensive in the 

next few years, we can expect that almost anyone who 
needs to create text will have access to a computer so 25 
that he can use the word processing capabilities of the 
computer to create the text. Further, since word pro 
cessing offers great advantages over both handwriting 
and standard typing on paper via a standard typewriter, 
we can expect that using a computer will be the method 30 
of choice for creating text. Hence a method of creating 
text at a reasonably high rate using a computer, that 
requires little skill or training will be very advanta 
geous. 

35 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of this invention is to provide a method of 
creating text using a personal computer, which method 
is easy to learn but holds the possibility of permitting 
both young children and adults to create text at higher 40 
rates than present methods permit. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a 

method of creating text which allows a person to use a 
word even if he is not sure of the correct spelling of that 
word. 45 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
method of editing using a natural pointing method 
rather than typed commands or cursor movements. 
These objects, as well as other objects which will 

become apparent from the discussion that follows, are 50 
achieved, according to the present invention, by suit 
ably programming a computer, having both a display 
screen and a pointing mechanism for identifying loca 
tions on the display screen, to enable the computer to 
carry out a process with the following steps: 55 
(a) displaying on the screen a list of language words for 

selection by the computer user; 
(b) identifying successive ones of the words in response 

to the pointing mechanism as these words are se 
lected by the user by pointing to their respective 60 
locations on the screen; and 

(c) displaying on the screen a line of text comprising the 
identified words in their successive order of selection. 
Thus, when a person uses the programmed computer 

to create text on the display screen, he (or she) points to 65 
successive ones of the listed words, which are prefera 
bly arranged alphabetically on the screen. The con 
puter then notes which words were pointed to and 

15 

2 
performs the appropriate processing to display a line or 
lines of text containing these words in proper order. 
Advantageously, the line(s) of text can be displayed at 
either the top or the bottom of the screen, so as to leave 
room on the main part of the screen for the original 
"library list' of words. 
According to a particular feature of the present in 

vention a list of alphanumeric characters is also dis 
played, so that words which are not contained in the 
"library list" may be spelled out, character by charac 
ter, by pointing to their successive characters, in turn, in 
the manner described below. 

Typically the first screen that is displayed (i.e. the 
first set of words and characters) by the computer will 
contain the most common words so that the person can 
add one of these words to the text by pointing to it, with 
one pointing action. If the person wants to add a word 
that is not on the first screen, he can point to one or 
more words or characters that will cause the computer 
to display a new screen on which the word that he 
wants to add is present. Typically he would point to the 
first letter of the word he wants. The computer will 
then display a second screen of words all of which start 
with that letter and which are in some sense the most 
common words that start with that letter. Hence this 
second screen is likely to contain the word that he has 
in mind. If it does, he can add the word to the text by 
pointing to it. He will then have added that word with 
a total of two pointing actions. If this second screen 
does not contain the word he wants, he would point (on 
this second screen) to the second letter of the word he 
wants and the computer will then display a third screen 
of the most common words that start with the first letter 
followed by the second letter. He can continue spelling 
out the word by pointing to succeeding letters until a 
screen is displayed which contains the word he wants or 
he has spelled out the entire word. If the word appears 
he can point to it and it will be added to the text and the 
first screen will be displayed so that he can choose his 
next word from among the most common words. If the 
word is completely spelled out he can point to an end of 
word indicator and the word will be added to the text 
and to one of the screens so that the next time he wants 
to use that word he will not have to spell it out again. 
To edit the text he can point to an edit indicator and 

the computer will display a portion of the text along 
with edit command words. He can then perform the 
editing functions (such as "delete", "insert", etc.) by 
pointing to the edit command words and the text words 
that the edit commands should operate on. 
The pointing mechanism can be a light pen, or a 

touch sensitive display that registers the position on the 
screen that a fingertip or other pointing object touches, 
or some other way of selecting a point on the screen. 
The computer can also be constructed to register sev 
eral points that are pointed to almost simultaneously by 
several fingers or other pointing objects. Hence a per 
son could point to the first two letters of a word almost 
simultaneously with two fingers, or he could point to a 
letter and a position on the screen at which he expects 
a word to appear as a result of pointing to the letter. 
This method according to the invention makes it possi 
ble for people to create text at very high rates. 
The foregoing and other objects, features and advan 

tages of the invention will be apparent from the follow 
ing more particular description of the preferred embodi 
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ments of the invention, as illustrated in the accompany 
ing drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 of the drawing illustrates a preferred format 
for the display screen of a computer which is pro 
grammed to operate according to the method of the 
present invention. 
FIG. 2 illustrates an edit screen format for use with 

the method of the present invention. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENT 

The preferred embodiment of the present invention 
will now be described in connection with FIGS. 1 and 
2 of the drawing. This embodiment utilizes the follow 
ing computer equipment, which is available commer 
cially from IBM Corp., Boca Raton, Fla.: 
IBM Personal Computer with at least 64K of mem 

ory; 
At least one diskette drive; 
A graphics CRT display; 
A light pen. 
The preferred embodiment also utilizes a computer 

program, written in BASIC language and designed to 
be supported by the IBM Disk Operating System 
(DOS). A complete listing of the instructions of this 
program is set forth in the attached Appendix. This 
program is entitled "Pointwriter"TM. 
The Pointwriter TM text processing program oper 

ates to carry out 25 different functions. These are: 
1. Add word to text and most used words columns. 
2. Add letter to partially spelled word and get new 

screen of words, 
3. Add fully spelled word to text and most used 
words columns. 

4. Add suffixes "s", "ed", and "ing". 
5. Add other suffixes. 
6. Add special characters (including numbers and 

punctuation). 
7. View text. 
8. Replace character(s). 
9. Delete character(s). 
10. Insert character(s). 
11. Delete word(s). 
12. Undo last action. 
13. Insert word(s). 
14. Capitalize. 
15. Paragraph. 
16. Save text and most used words columns. 
17. Print text. 
18. Align text to eliminate short lines. 
9. Stop editing and return to main screen. 

20. Stop edit function. 
21. Use words that you have previously used. 
22. Start a new document or add to an old document. 
23. Use old most used words columns. 
24. Modify screens (for teacher). 
25. Tutorials. 

1. Add word to text and most used words columns. 
The Pointwriter program generates a main image on 

the display screen in the format illustrated in FIG. 1. 
This image or "screen" is divided into three areas: 
The first three rows contain the last three lines of 

text; 
The bottom three rows (actually the bottom five 
because two are blank) contain the alphabet, spe 
cial characters and command words; and 
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4. 
The middle area consists of a left part of fifteen rows 
by twenty-nine columns and a right part of fifteen 
rows by ten columns. The left part contains sev 
enty of the most commonly used English words. 
The right part contains the fifteen text words that 
were used most often in the text, but are not among 
the seventy. 

To add a word that is on this screen (except for the 
command words) to the text you just point to the word. 
All the characters to the left and right, including the 
character pointed to, up to the first space will be added 
to the text. Then a space character will be added to the 
text so that the next word added will be separated from 
this word by a space. If the word is not one of the sev 
enty, it may also be added to the right hand column of 
fifteen most often used words. More precisely, its new 
frequency (after incrementing its frequency by one) will 
be compared to the frequencies of the words in that 
column and if its frequency outranks one of the others' 
it will replace it. If there are less than fifteen words in 
the column it will be added to the column. There are 
also twenty-five other columns of most used words, one 
for each letter exept "x". These columns appear, as we 
shall see when we discuss the next function-"Add letter 
to partially spelled word ... ', when the middle area of 
the main screen is replaced by a list of words all starting 
with the letter. The word will also be added to the 
column of fifteen most used words which begin with its 
first letter. 
2. Add letter to partially spelled word and get new 

screen of words. 
If a word that you want to add to the text is not on the 

main screen of seventy words or in the column of fifteen 
most used text words you should point to its first letter 
in the screen displayed keyboard on the left side of the 
bottom three rows. The words in the middle area of the 
screen will immediately be replaced with words that 
begin with that letter. On the left (fifteen row by twenty 
nine character) part will be between ten and fifty very 
common words that begin with that letter. On the right 
(fifteen row by ten character) part will be up to fifteen 
words that have been used most frequently in the text 
that begin with that letter. If the word you want is still 
not on the screen you should point to its second letter. 
Again the words in the middle area will be replaced 
with words that begin with these two letters (the first 
followed by the second). If you point to a third or 
fourth letter one of two things will occur. If there are 
many words that begin with that sequence of three or 
four letters then a new set of words all starting with that 
sequence will appear. But if there are not many such 
words then all the words that do not begin with that 
sequence will be blanked out so that it will be easier to 
see if your word is on the screen. As you continue to 
spell out a word the words that don't begin with the 
letters that you have pointed to will continue to be 
blanked out so that if you fully spell the word only that 
word (and perhaps additional words that differ from it 
by an added suffix) will remain. As you spell out a word 
the letters you point to are added to the text so that you 
can see how much of it you have spelled. At any point 
that you notice the word and point to it, it will be added 
to the text replacing the partially or fully spelled word. 
Then the first screen of seventy words will reappear so 
you can chose your next word. 
3. Add fully spelled word to text and most used word 

columns. 
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If you have fully spelled a word because it was never 
displayed, you must point to "end" on the next to last 
row to tell the program that it has no more letters. It 
will then be added to the text and possibly to the col 
umns of fifteen most used words. Sometimes it will go 
into the column of most used words on the first screen. 
Usually it will go into the column of fifteen most used 
words that begin with its first letter so that when you 
want to use it again it will appear on the screen after 
you point to its first letter. 
4. Add "s", "ed", and "ing" to the last word of text. 
By pointing to "s", "ed', or "ing" on the right side of 

the next to last row, these suffixes may be added to the 
last word displayed. 
5. Add other suffixes to the last word of text. 
By first pointing to the left arrow on the bottom row 

to position the cursor immediately after the last text 
word, and then spelling the suffix and point to "end' 
other suffixes may be added. The full word including 
the suffix will be ranked by frequency of use for possible 
inclusion in the most used words columns. 
6. Add special characters (including numbers and punc 

tuation). 
First position the cursor if necessary by pointing 

(perhaps repeatedly) to the arrows on the bottom row, 
then if the character is on the main screen point to it. If 
it is not on the main screen you should first point to 
"edit' on the bottom row. The edit screen will appear. 
Point to the character and you will immediately be 
returned to the main screen. 
An example of the edit screen is shown in FIG. 2. 

Notice that the last twelve lines of text are displayed 
along with three additional rows of commands and that 
special characters have replaced the suffixes and the 
"edit' command on the bottom two rows. 
7. View the text. 
Only the last three lines of text are displayed on the 

main screen. To view the rest of the text point to "edit' 
to get the edit screen. You will initially see the last 
twelve lines of text. Point to TOP, BOTTOM, UP, and 
DOWN to scroll the text. TOP will display the first 
twelve lines of text and BOTTOM the last twelve lines. 
UP and DOWN cause a scroll of one line. Pointing to 
the number n immediately after pointing to UP or 
DOWN will cause an additional scroll of n-1 lines. 
8. Replace a character. 
You may replace a character by getting to the edit 

screen and first pointing to the character you want to 
replace. The cursor will move to that character. Then 
point to the character in the last three rows that you 
want to replace it with. Alphabetic characters will go in 
as lower case. To make it upper case capitalize it. After 
the replacement the cursor will move one character to 
the right so you can continue replacing characters eas 
ily. 
9. Delete a character. 
You may delete a character by getting to the edit 

screen and first pointing to the character and then point 
ing to DELETE LETTER. The characters to the right 
will be moved left one character so you can delete 
additional characters by repeatedly pointing to DE 
LETE LETTER. 
l0. Insert a character. 
You may insert a character by getting to the edit 

screen and pointing to the character before which the 
insertion should take place and then pointing to IN 
SERT LETTER. Then point to the character you want 
to insert. It will go into the cursor position and the 
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6 
character that was at that position and the characters to 
the right will move one character to the right as will the 
cursor so you can easily continue inserting characters. 
11. Delete words. 
You may delete words by getting to the edit screen 

and pointing to DELETE WORD. Any words that you 
point to after that will be deleted. 
12. Undo your last action. 
You may undo your last action by pointing to "erase' 

on the bottom row. 
13. Insert words. 
You may insert words by getting to the edit screen 

and pointing to INSERT WORD. You will be asked to 
point to the word before which you want to insert. 
After you point to that word the main screen will reap 
pear with the top three rows containing the text before 
that word on row one and the text after that word on 
row three and only the cursor on row two. You can 
insert as many words as you want just as you would add 
words to the end of the text. When you are finished 
inserting, point to the end. The text is aligned and then 
the last three lines of text will appear and you can con 
tinue. 
14. Capitalize a character, by pointing to "Cap' and 
then the character. On the main screen you must 
point to "Cap" before each character, but on the edit 
screen you can point to "Cap' once and then a suc 
cession of characters. 

15. Start a new paragraph, by pointing to "Par'. On the 
main screen this will put the cursor at the beginning 
of the next text line indented one character. On the 
edit screen you will be asked which word should start 
a new paragraph and when you point to a word a new 
paragraph will be created and the text will be re 
aligned accordingly, 

16. Save your document on disk, by pointing to SAVE 
on the edit screen. You will be asked to spell a title. 
You should point to "end" after spelling a title. The 

columns of most used words will also be saved under 
this title. 
17. Print your document on the printer, by pointing to 
PRINT on the edit Screen. 

18. Eliminate short lines caused by deletions, by point 
ing to ALIGN on the edit screen. 

19. Stop editing and return to the main screen, by point 
ing to RETURN on the edit screen. 

20. Stop edit functions, by pointing to "end" on the edit 
screen. In some cases you can point to another edit 
command to automatically stop the previous edit 
function, but in the case of DELETE WORD you 
must point to "end" before attempting to position the 
cursor for another edit function since pointing to a 
text word while in DELETE WORD node will 
delete the word 

21. Use words that you have previously used, by point 
ing to them in the text or the columns of most used 
words. If the word you want to use is in the last three 
lines of text it will be in the main screen text area and 
you can add it to the text by pointing to it. If it is not 
in the last three lines you can go to the edit screen and 
point to ADD WORDS. Then when you point to 
text words they will be added to the text instead of 
the cursor being positioned at the word. 

22. Start a new document or add to an old one, by 
pointing to NEW DOC or to one of the titles that is 
displayed when you start the Pointwriter program. 
The initial Pointwriter program screen contains in 
structions and the command START. When you 
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point to START the titles of previously saved docu 
ments will be displayed. 

23. Use old most used words columns. 
After you point to a title you will be asked if you 

want to use the most used words columns associated 
with that document or start out fresh. If you start a new 
document you will be asked if you want to use the most 
used words columns associated with one of your stored 
documents. 
24. Modify word screens. 
The teacher can modify any of the word screens (of 

fifteen rows by twenty nine characters) by adding and 
Mor deleting words. The new screen can then be saved 
in place of the supplied screen. 
25. Tutorials 
There are two tutorials. One presents a story and asks 

a child to recreate it. As the child successfully recreates 

k PPENDIX 

8 
the words they are highlighted so the child can see 
which word to work on next. The other presents a story 
and recreates it itself showing the child the proper 
pointing actions by highlighting the words, letters, and 
command words in the proper sequence, 

There has thus been shown and described a novel 
method of creating text which fulfills all the objects and 
advantages sought therefor. Many changes, modifica 
tions, variations and other uses and applications of the 
subject invention will, however, become apparent to 
those skilled in the art after considering this specifica 
tion and the accompanying drawing which discloses 
preferred embodiments thereof. All such changes, mod 
ifications, variations and other uses and applications 
which do not depart from the spirit and scope of the 
invention are deemed to be covered by the invention 
which is limited only by the claims which follow, 

l "PointWriter (C) Eric Goldwasser, January, 1983 
5 'ON ERROR GOTO OOOO 
lO "initialize 
20 KEY OFF: WIDTH 4 O CLS LOCATE ll 
2l PRINT " Hello, my name is Point Writer. You can 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 

"use me to write stories by pointing to 
"Words with the light pen. If you want" 
to use a word that is not on the screen 
"just point to the first letter and a " 
"new screen will appear. The word might" 
"be on the new screen. If the word is " 
"not on the new screen then point to the" 

29 PRINT "second letter and a new screen will" 
30 PRINT "appear. You might have to spell the" . 
31 PRINT "word by pointing to. all its letters." 
32 PRINT "Then you should point to end" to tell." 
33 PRINT "me that there are no more letters in" 
34 PRINT the word." 
35 PRINT " I am loading my memory with words." 
36 PRINT "Please wait for me to finish loading my" 
37 PRINT "memory. I will beep when I'm finished." 
4 O DEF SEG=SHBBAO BLOADDISPLAY" O. DISPLAY-O 
42 DEF SEG=&H3COO BLOAD"alpmain", O 

46 CALL DISPLAYX (SH% SLX, O2, LXR2%, CX) 
50 DEF SEG=SHBBBO: BLOAD"f print", O: FPRINT =&H10O 
5l DEF SEGSHBBCO BLOAD" rink 12" O RNK1 2-8.H2OO 
52 DEF SEGsH3FOO 
53 FOR I=O TO &H557 POKE I, 32; NEXT 
54 FOR I=&H90 TO &H9BPOKE I 22 : NEXT 
55 FOR I=&H558 TO S.H5C9s POKE I, Ot NEXT 
56 POKE &H564, 22. 
57 POKE &HSC9, 2 
59 DEF SEG=&HBBEOBLOAD"prtl5", OPRTl2=&H40O 
6O DEF SEG=&H 1800: BLOADaz" O 
6) DEF SEG=&H2OOO BLOAD" abwr, O 
62 DEF SEG=&H2AOO BLOAD" abwr 2", O 
63 DEF SEGsH38OO BLOAD" canthe". O 
64 DEF SEGs&H3BOOBLOAD"coxx". O 
67 DEF SEG=&H3DCO: BLOAD"edscrn", O 
68 DEF SEG=&H3COO BLOAD"alpmain", O 
70 entry 
71 UCALPHS=ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ" 
72 TWOLET1Ss "ab ac ad af ag ai al am an ap ar as at au av aw ba be bi bl bo br b. 
u ca ce ch ci cl co cr cu cy da de di dr du ea el en en es ev. ex fa fe fi f l fo 
fr fu ga ge gi gl go gr gu ha he hi ho hu hy id ill im in la le li lo lu ma re ni 
no nu my" 

73 TWOLET2$="na ne ni no nu ob oc of on op or ou pa pi pl po pr pu ra re ri ro r 
u sa sc se sh si sk sl sm sin so sp sq st su sw ta te th ti to tr tu tw ty. Wa We 
wh wi wo wr" 
74 THRLETS = "can car corn cox cou ins int inv par pre pro rea rel res str the" 
75 DIM TXTS ( 100) : DIM Sls S (2O) : DIM OTXTS ( 1 OO) 
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76 BEEP : LOCATE 19, l ; PRINT "OK I'm finished. You can start by " 
77 PRINT "pointing to sTART'" 
78 GOSUB 4OOO 
79 IF NOT (Y=2O AND X l 4 AND X 20) THEN 78 
8O DELAY's : CLS: CR = 1 : LCR=1: EOw=0 : PWRDS = " " : TXTS (CR) = " FRIN=SHOO: SK=SE 
O: PRTl2=&H4OO 
Bll LOCATE ll, l ; PRINT SPACES (39) ; ; LOCATS l l l l ; INPUT"Snter title" ; TITLE 
82 IF TITLES= " " THEN 88 
83 OPEN TITLES+", txt" FOR INPUT AS 
84 INPUT: ), TXTS (CR) : TXTS (CR) is " " +TXTS (CR) 
85 IF EOF (1) THEN 88 
86 CR-CR 
87 GOTO 84 
88 LOCATE 2, l l INPUT"Use old words? Y or N" UOWS 
89 IF Uows="y" - THEN 18000 
9 O LOCATE 2, 1, 0, 7 0. 
95 SCRN Sat "x" R%r 21 CX- O%= 0: Leg=400 SH%=&H3C: SLX=0 : DEF SEG=&HBBAO 
97 CALL DISPLAY6 (SH%, SL26, O.A., L., RX, CK) 
98 GOSUB 9 OOO 
lOO GOSUB 2000 display main screen 

lO5 CALL PRTl2(C) 
ll O GOSUB 3000 'position cursor 
l2O GOSUB 4000 "get pen 
130 IF NOT (Y-23 AND X 24 AND X 28) THEN 140 cap 
132 CAP= 1 
134 LOCATE 23, 25 
l36 GOTO 120 'get pen 
40 IF NOT (Y=23 AND X 28 AND X 32) THEN 15O Par 
42 CR-CR-- 
144 TXTS (CR) = 
4S GOSUB 9 OOO 
146 GOTO liO position cursor 
150 IF NOT (Y=25 AND x 25 AND x 28) THEN 16O "left arrow 
l51 IF LEN (TXTS (CR) ) 2 THEN 120 
l32 TXTS (CR) as LEFTS (TXTS (CR), LEN (TXTS (CR) ) - 1) 
154 GOTO il O 'position cursor 
160 IF NOT (Y=25 AND X 27 AND x 31) THEN 170 right arrow 
l62 IF LEN (TXTS (CR)) 39 THEN TxTs (cR) =TxTs (cR)+" 
l64 GOTO 10 position cursor 
170 IF NOT ( (Y-2l AND X 20) OR (Y-23 AND X 3 ) OR (Ys 25 AND X 15 AND X 26) OR (Y- 
25 - AND X 3)) THEN 180 "spec char(s) 
172 TXTS (CR) = LEFTS (TxTS (CR), LEN (TXTS (CR) ) -l) 
173 IF Y=23 AND X 35 AND X 37 AND RIGHTS (TXTS (CR), l ) = "e" THEN TXTS (CR) = LEFTS (TXT 
$ (CR)), LEN (TXTS (CR) ) -l) 
74 GOSUB 5000 'get word from screen 

175 GOSUB 8 OOO "add word to text and save old text 
176 GOSUB 60 OO check for end of line 
l77 GOSUB 9 OOO "print text 
78 GOTO l l O "position cursor 
180 IF NOT (Y=25 AND X 30 AND X 35) THEN 200 

82 GOTO 500 edit 
200 IF Y 3 OR CAP=O THEN 250 "capitalize 
2O2. CAP=O 
204 IF SCREEN (Y,X) = 32 AND X 40 THEN X=X+l 
205 IF SCREEN (Y,X) 97 THEN l l 0 "not lower case alpha 
206 GOSUB lOOO "save last 3 lines of old text and calculate row 
2O8 MIDS (TXTS (CR+Y-NR),X) =CHRS (SCREEN (Y,X)-32) 
21 O GOSUB 9000 'print text 
2l 2 GOTO l l O position cursor 
250 IF NOT (Y 2l ) THEN 31 O word 
252 GOSUB 5000 'get word from screen 
253 IF SCRNS "x" THEN RNKWRDS=WRDS+SPACES ( 15-LEN (WRDS).) : RNKWRDS=LEFTS (RNKWRDS, 
2) : CALL RNKl2 (RNKWRDS) : GOSUB 4500 
254 GOSUB 6OOO "check for end of line 
256 GCSUB 8 OOO "add word to text and save old text -- 
258 GOSUB 9000 'print text 
260 GOTO l OO display main screen 
310 IF NOT (Y 2l ) THEN 320 word w 
31 2 GOSUB 5000 'get word from screen 
313 IF SCRNS "x" THEN RNKWRDSWRDS+SPACES ( 15-LEN (WRDS) ): RNKWRDS = LEFTS (RNKWRDS, l 
2) : CALL RNKl2 (RNKWRDS) : GOSUB 4500 
314 GOSUB 6000 'check for end of line 
36 GOSUB BOOO add word to text and save old text 
3 l8 GOSUB 9000 'print text 
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39 GOTO OO display main screen 
32O IF NOT (Y= 23 AND X 2C AND X 24 ) THEN 33O end of word 
321 F INSWRD=l AND PWRDSs THEN 88O 
322 FOR FBFRs TO 15 
323 IF LEN (TXTS (CR) ) FBFR+l THEN 326 
324 IF MIDS (TXTS (CR), LEN (TXTS (CR) ) - FBFR, l) = " " THEN 326 
325 NEXT 
326 LWRDS=RIGHTS (TXTS (CR), FBFR) WRDSs PWRDs 
327 IF SCREEN (NR, LEN (TXTS (CR))) 32 THEN TXTS (CR) =LTXTS: WRDS=LWRDS-PWRDS 
328 IF SCRNS "x" THEN RNKWRDS=WRDS-SPACES ( 15-LEN (WRDS) ) : RNKWRDS = LEFTS (RNKRS, 
2) : CALL RNKl2(RNKWRDS) : GOSUB 4500 
329 GOSUB 6OOO GOSUB 8 OOOGOSUB 9 OOO GOTO OO 
330 IF NOT (Y 20 AND X 20) THEN 350 alpha char 
332 GOSUB 5000 get word from screen 
334 IF PWRDS=" THEN GOSUB 7000 ELSE IF LEN (PWRDS) = 1 THEN GOSUB 7500 ELSE IF LE 
(PWRDS) at 2 THEN GOSUB 8500 ELSE IF PWRDSs con AND WRDSs T THEN GOSUB 8990 
336 LPWRDSaPWRDS & 
338 PWRDS=PWRDS-CHRs (ASC(WRDS)-32) 
339 SCRNS=PWRDS 
340 GOSUB 6500 check end of line with pwred 
34l GOSUB 3000 position cursor a 
342 PRINT PWRDS 
344 GOSUB 3500 position cursor pwired 
346 GOTO 120 'get next letter 
350 IF NOT (Y= 25 AND X 35) THEN 400 erase 
352 GOTO 900 . 
4OO PRINT ERROR BEEP Go O OOOO 
5OO GOSUB 9500 print 2 lines of text 
53 LOCATE 3, 1 PRINT SPACES (40); 
54 LOCATE 4, PRINT SPACES (40) 
520 SCRNS=xe" : R2s 15 Cel Oge OLX=880; SHG=&H3D SLG = 0: DEF SEG=&HBBAO 
52 CALL DISPLAYG (SH% SL2, OX, LG, Ra, C6) 
530 ER=LRECs l+LEN (TXTS (ER) ) 
531 TY=NRLOCATE TY, Ec 
533 INS=O CAP=O DELWRD=O NSWRD=O POSCUReO 
534 LTXTSs.TXTS (ER) 
535 IF POSCURE THEN LOCATE TY, EC 
537 ALPAsO 
54O GOSUB 4OOO IF Y 3 THEN TYY ERLR-NR-TYECsx 
54.1 F Ys 23 AND 2O AND X 24 THEN 533 end of delete word or insert word 
542 IF YeS AND 33 THEN POSCUR=O DELWROsO GOTO 95 ' return to main screen 
543 IF YellS AND 25 AND X 3O THEN OOO 
544 IF Y= 5 ls AD x 24 THEN FOR Is TO CRs LPRINT TXTS (I) : NEXT : GOTO 5 
print 
545 F. Yes S AND 
545 F is AND 
547 IF Ys, 9 AND 
548 IF Yel 7 ANT) 
5OO 
549 IF Ys 19 AND 28 AND X 35 HEN LRscCRs GOTO SOO 
550 F DELWR AND Y 3 HEN OO delete word 
55 IF NOT (Y 13 AND CAP=l ) THEN 555 capitalize 
552 MIDS (TXTS (ER). EC)=CHRS (SCREEN (Y,X)-32) 
554 LOCATE TY, 1 : PRINT TXTS (ER) ; LOCATE 23, 25 . GOTO 535 
555 IF NOT (Y 3 AND POSCUR=l ) THEN 560 position cursor on edit screen 
557 ERs LR-NR--TY EC=X 
559 GOTO S35 
56O IF NOT (X 14 AND Y=19) THEN 565 delete character 
562 IF Ysg THEN TXTS (ER) = LEFTS (TXTS (ER), EC-1 ) --RIGHTS (TXTS (ER), LEN (TXTS ( E: 

1.6 THEN POSCURs DELWRD=O CAPs O INS=O LOCATE 5, GOTO 54. 
36 THEN IF LR THEN LR=LR- GOTO 5OO ELSE GOTO SOO 
35 THEN IF LR CR THEN LR=LR+: GoTo 500 ELSE GOTO 500 
29 AND X 33 THEN F CR 2 THEN LRCR GOTO SOO ELSE LR = 1.2 : 

563 LOCATE TY, 1 : PRINT TXTS (ER) 
564 GOTO 535 
565 IF NOT ( x 4 AND Y= 17) THEN 570 " insert character 
566 NS=l l = insert O=no insert 
567 LoCATE 17, FOR I=l. To 500 : NEXT LOCATE TY, EC 
588 GOTO 535 
570 IF NOT ( Y= 23 AND X 24 Aid X 28) THEN 575 cap 
572 CAP=l : DELWRD=0 : LOCATE 23, 25 : G3TO 540 
S75 IF NOT (Y= 23 AND X 28 AND x 32) THE: 580 "Par 
577 GOTO 950 
580 IF NOT ( x 5 AND X 27 AND Y= 19) THEN 590 set del wrd 
582 DELWR= CAP= Os POSCURSO 
5B4 LOCATE. 19, 16 . 
586 GOTO 535 
590 IF NOT ( x 15 AND X 27 AND Y= 17) THEN 600 
592 NSRO . 
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18190 INPUT2, Sl. 5: FOR I=l 
l 8200 INPUT2, T1.5 FOR Isel TO 
18210 INPUT2, U15 FOR I=l TO 
1822O INPUT2, W5 FOR I=l TO 
l823O INPUT2, Wils: FOR I=l TO 
l8250 INPUT2, Yl 5 FOR I=l TO 
826O INPUT2, 25 FOR =l TO 
88 OO CLOSE 32 
1890O GOTO 9 O 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of creating text using a computer hav 

ing a memory, at least one display screen and means for 
Selecting positions on said screen, said method compris 
ing the steps of: 

(a) storing in said memory a dictionary of frequently 
used linguistic expressions, at least some of said 
linguistic expressions having a plurality of alphanu 
meric characters; 

(b) displaying on a first section of said screen a plural 
ity of said linguistic expressions arranged in a pre 
determined order for selection by a user; 

(c) displaying on a second section of said screen at 
least one line of text, as said text is created by a 
user; 

(d) identifying the position of a linguistic expression 
on said first section of said screen, in response to 
selection of that position by a user with said posi 
tion selecting means; and 

(e) displaying the linguistic expression, whose posi 
tion was identified in step (d), in said second section 
of said screen, concatenated to the end of said line 
of text, thereby adding a linguistic expression to 
said line of text. 
2. The method defined in claim 1, wherein some of 

said linguistic expressions each comprise a single alpha 
numeric character. 

3. The method defined in claim 2, wherein said 
single alphanumeric characters are displayed on said 
first section of said sceen arranged in the order they 
appear on a "QWERTY' keyboard. 

4. The method defined in claim 1, wherein said 
predetermined order includes alphabetic order. 

5. The method defined in claim 1, wherein step (b) 
includes the step of displaying a list of words of a given 
language, which are the words most likely to be se 
lected by the user. 

6. The method defined in claim 1, further compris 
ing the additional step of identifying, in sequence, at 
least one alphanumeric character selected by a user, and 
wherein step (b) includes the step of displaying on said 
first section of said screen a plurality of said linguistic 
expressions which begin with said at least one alphanu 
meric character identified in said additional step in the 
character sequence selected by the user. 

7. The method defined in claim 6, wherein said at 
least one alphanumeric character is selected by a user 
by typing on a keyboard, and wherein said additional 
step includes the step of receiving typed commands 
from said keyboard. 

8. The method defined in claim 6, wherein some of 
said linguistic expressions each comprise an alphanu 
meric character and wherein said at least one alphanu 
meric character is selected by a user by identifying its 
position on said first section of said screen with said 
position selecting means. 

9. The method defined in claim 1, wherein said means 
for selecting positions on said screen comprises a point 
ing mechanism. 

To Sl5 INPUT2, S5S (I) : NEXT 
T15: INPUT2, Tliss (I) : NEXT 
Ulst INPUT2, U15S (I) : NEXT 
V15: INPUT:2, VlSS (I) : NEXT 
W15: INPUT2, W15S (I) : NEXT 
Yls; INPUT:2, Yl 55 (I) : NEXT 
25 INPUT:32, Zl 5S (I) : NEXT 
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10. The method defined in claim 9, wherein said 
pointing mechanism is a light pen. 

11. The method defined in claim 9, wherein said 
pointing mechanism is a touch-sensitive display. 

12. A method of enabling text to be created on a display 
screen using a computer having a memory, said display 
screen and means for selecting positions on said screen, said 
method comprising the steps of 

(A) storing in said memory a dictionary of frequently 
used linguistic expressions, at least some of said lin 
guistic expressions each comprising a plurality of let 
ters which form words of a given language, 

(B) sub-dividing said dictionary into numerous predeter 
mined screen presentations of predetermined words 
including 
(i) a first of said screen presentations comprising the 

most commonly used words in the given language, 
without regard to the initial letters of these most 
commonly used words, 

(ii) a first plurality of said screen presentations com 
prising other commonly used words of the given 
language, each screen presentation of said first 
plurality consisting of words all having the same 
initial letter, and the initial letters of the words in 
each of said screen presentations of the first plural 
ity being different from the initial letters of the 
words in the other screen presentations of the first 
plurality, and 

(iii) a second plurality of said screen presentations 
comprising words of the given language, each screen 
presentation of said second plurality consisting of 
words all having a predetermined initial and second 
letter, and combinations of initial and second letters 
of the words in each of said screen presentations of 
the second plurality being different from combina 
tions of initial and second letters of the words in 
other screen presentations of the second plurality, 

(C) displaying, on a first section of said screen, at least 
one line of text, as said text is progressively created in 
response to a user's indication of respective selected 
positions 

(D) continuously displaying, on a second section of said 
screen, a plurality of individual letters of the alphabet 
of the given language arranged in a predetermined 
pattern 

(E) displaying, on a third section of said screen various 
ones of said screen presentations one at a time in 
response to a user's indications of various selected 
positions, 
(i) prior to the selection of the initial letter of each new 

word to be concatenated to the text, initially dis 
playing, on said third section of the screen, said first 
screen presentation comprising the most commonly 
used words of the given language, 

(F) in response to the user's selection of a position in said 
third section of the screen corresponding to a selected 
one of the commonly used words in said initially dis 
played screen presentation, displaying said selected 
word following a space concatenated to the end of said 
line of text for adding said selected word to said text; 
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(G) in response to the user's lack of selection of a position 
identified in step (F) in said third section of the screen 
and in response to the user's selection of a position in 
said second section of the screen corresponding to a 
selected initial letter, 
(i) displaying, on said third section of the screen, one 
of the screen presentations of said first plurality, 
said one displayed screen presentation consisting of 
words all having initial letters corresponding to said 
selected initial letter, 

(H) in response to the user's selection of a position in said 
third section of the screen corresponding to a selected 
one of the words in the screen presentation being dis 
played in step (G) (i), displaying said selected one 
word following a space concatenated to the end of said 
text for adding said selected one word to said text 

(I) in response to the user's lack of selection of a position 
identified in step (H) in said third section of the screen 
and in response to the user's selection of a position in 
said second section of the screen corresponding to a 
selected second letter, 
(i) displaying, on said third section of the screen, one 

of the screen presentations of said second plurality, 
said one displayed screen presentation consisting of 
words all having initial and second letters corre 
sponding to said initial letter selected in step (G) 
and said second letter selected in step (I); and 

(J) in response to the user's selection of a position in said 
third section of the screen corresponding to a selected 
one of the words in the screen presentation being dis 
playing in step (I) (i), displaying said selected one 
word following a space concatenated to the end of said 
text for adding said selected one word to said text. 

13. The method defined in claim 12, further comprising 
the steps of displaying following a space concatenated to the 
end of said text the initial letter selected in step (G) and the 
second letter selected in step (I) immediately following the 
respective selections thereof 

14. The method defined in claim 12, wherein said indi 
vidual letters are displayed on said second section of said 
screen arranged in the pattern they appear on a keyboard. 

15. The method defined in claim 14, wherein said indi 
vidual letters are arranged on said screen in the order they 
appear on a QWERTY keyboard. 

16. The method defined in claim 1, wherein said means 
for selecting positions on said screen comprises a pointing 
mechanism for pointing at the screen. 

17. The method defined in claim 16, wherein said point 
ing mechanism is a light pen. 

18. The method defined in claim 16, wherein said point 
ing mechanism is a touch sensitive display. 

19. The method defined in claim 12, wherein said first 
screen presentation of said dictionary includes an essen 
tially fixed, standard dictionary of linguistic expressions 
which are normally frequently used by at least a given 
segment of the public, and a variable, personal dictionary 
of linguistic expressions which are frequently used by a 
frequent individual user, said method further comprising 
the steps of 
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(K) determining the frequency of use of at least some of 60 
said words of said given language that are added to 
said text, and 

(L) storing in said personal dictionary the words of said 
language which are most frequently used as deter 
mined in step (K). 

20. The method defined in claim 12, further comprising 
the steps of 

(K) in response to the selection of a position of an existing 
word in said text in said first section of said screen, 
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displaying the existing word, whose position was iden 
tified in said first section of said screen, concatenated 
to the end of said text following a space thereby add 
ing said selected existing word to the text. 

21. The method defined in claim 12, including the fur 
ther steps of 

including in said numerous screen presentations. 
(iv) a third plurality of screen presentations compris 

ing words of the given language, each screen presen 
tation of the third plurality consisting of words all 
having a predetermined initial, second and third 
letter, and combinations of initial, second and third 
letters of the words in each of said screen presenta 
tions of the third plurality being different from 
combinations of initial, second and third letters of 
the words in other screen presentations of the third 
plurality, 

(K) in response to the user's lack of selection of a position 
identified in step (J) in said third section of the screen 
and in response to the user's selection of a position in 
said second section of the screen corresponding to a 
selected third letter, 
(i) displaying, on said third section of the screen, one 
of the screen presentations of said third plurality, 
said one displayed screen presentation consisting of 
words all having initial, second and third letters 
corresponding to said initial letter selected in step 
(G), said second letter selected in step (I) and said 
third letter selected in step (K), and 

(L) in response to the user's selection of a position in said 
third section of the screen corresponding to a selected 
one of the words in the screen presentation being dis 
played in steps (K) (i), displaying said selected one 
word following a space concatenated to the end of said 
text for adding said selected word to said text. 

22. The method defined in claim 21, including the fur 
ther step of 
(M) in response to the user's lack of selection of a posi 

tion identified in step (L) in said third section of the 
screen and in response to the user's selection of a 
position in said second section of the screen corre 
sponding to a selected fourth letter, blanking out from 
said one screen presentation of said third plurality all 
words which do not contain said selected initial, sec 
ond, third and fourth letters for facilitating the user's 
seeing those remaining words of said one screen pre 
sentation of said third plurality which do contain said 
selected initial, second, third and fourth letters. 

23. The method defined in claim 22, including the fur 
ther steps of 
(N) in response to the user's selection of a position in said 

second section of the screen corresponding to a selected 
fifth letter, blanking out from said one screen presen 
tation of said third plurality all words which do not 
contain said selected initial, second, third, fourth and 
fifth letters for facilitating the user's seeing those re 
maining words which do contain said selected initial, 
second, third, fourth and fifth letters, and 

(O) in the event that all words of said one screen presen 
tation of said third plurality become blanked out upon 
selection of said fifth letter, thereby indicating to the 
user a strong likelihood that the word has been mis 
spelled. 

24. The method defined in claim 12, including the fur 
ther step of 

(K) in response to the user's selection of a position in said 
second section of the screen as identified in step (G) 
corresponding to a selected initial letter followed al 
most simultaneously by selection of another position in 
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said second section of the screen as identified in step 
(I) corresponding to a selected second letter, 
(i) almost immediately displaying, on said third sec 

tion of the screen, one of the screen presentations of 
said second plurality, said one displayed screen 
presentation consisting of words all having initial 
and second letters corresponding to said initial and 
second letters almost simultaneously selected in step 
(K) above. 

25. The method defined in claim 12, including the step 10 
of 

(K) including in each of said screen presentations of said 
first plurality words of said language which are con 
monly used by at least a given segment of the public 
fluent in said language plus words of said language 
which are frequently used by a frequent individual 
Se. 

26. A method enabling text of a predetermined language 
to be composed on a display screen using a computer hay 
ing a memory, said display screen and means for indicating 
to the computer selected positions on said screen, said 
method comprising the steps of 

(A) displaying, on a first section of said screen, at least 
one line of text, as said text is progressively composed 
in response to a user's indication of respective selected 
positions on said screen, 

(B) continuously displaying, on a second section of said 
screen, the letters of the alphabet of said language, 

(C) in response to the user's indication of a selected 
position in said second section of the screen corre 
sponding to a selected initial letter, displaying on a 
third section of said screen numerous commonly used 
words of the language all beginning with said selected 
initial letter, 

(D) in response to the user's indication of a selected 
position in said third section of the screen correspond 
ing to one of said displayed words in step (C), concate 
nating said word following a space to the end of said 
text on said first section of the screen, 

(E) in response to the lack of the user's indication of a 
selected position in said third section of the screen in 
step (D) and the user's indication of a selected position 
in said second section of the screen corresponding to a 
selected second letter, displaying on said third section 
of said screen numerous commonly used words of the 
language all beginning with said selected initial and 
second letters, and 

(F) in response to the user's indication of a selected 
position in said third section of the screen correspond 
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ing to one of said displayed words in step (E), concate- 0 
nating said word following a space to the end of said 
text on said first section of the screen. 

27. The method defined in claim 26, including the fur 
ther steps of 55 
(G) in response to the lack of the user's indication of a 

selected position in said third section of the screen in 
step (E) and the user's indication of a selected position 
in said second section of the screen corresponding to a 
selected third letter, displaying on said third section of 
said screen numerous commonly used words of the 
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language all beginning with said selected initial, sec 
ond and third letters, and 

(H) in response to the user's indication of a selected 
position in said third section of the screen correspond 
ing to one of the displayed words in a step (G), concat 
enating said word following a space to the end of said 
text on said first section of the screen. 

28. The method defined in claim 27, including the fur 
ther step of 

(I) in response to the lack of the user's indication of a 
selected position in said third section of the screen in 
step (G) and the user's indication of a selected position 
in said second section of the screen corresponding to a 
selected fourth letter, blanking out from said third 
section of the screen those words displayed in step (G) 
not beginning with said selected initial, second, third 
and fourth letters. 

29. The method defined in claim 28, including the fur 
ther step of 

(J) in response to the user's indication of a selected posi 
tion in said second section of the screen corresponding 
to a selected fifth letter, blanking out from said third 
section of the screen those words remaining in step (I) 
not beginning with said selected initial, second, third, 
fourth and fifth letters, and 

in the event that all words become blanked out inform 
ing the user of the strong likelihood that the user is 
misspelling a word. 

30. The method defined in claim 27, including the fur 
30 ther steps of 

(I) in response to the lack of the user's indication of a 
selected position in said third section of the screen in 
step (G) and the user's indication of a selected position 
in said second section of the screen corresponding to a 
selected fourth letter and wherein said selected initial, 
second, third and fourth letters are contained in a 
significant number of commonly used words in said 
language, displaying on said third section of said 
screen a number of words of the language all begin 
ning with said selected initial, second, third and 
fourth letters, and 

(J) in response to the user's indication of a selected posi 
tion in said third section of the screen corresponding to 
one of the displayed words in step (I), concatenating 
said word following a space to the end of said text on 
said first section of the screen, 

31. The method defined in claim 30, including the fur 
ther step of 
(K) in response to the lack of the user's indication of a 

selected position in said third section of the screen in 
step (I) and the user's indication of a selected position 
in said second section of the screen corresponding to a 
selected fifth letter, blanking out from said third sec 
tion of the screen those words displayed in step (I) not 
beginning with said selected initial, second, third, 
fourth and fifth letters, and 

in the event that all words become blanked out inform 
ing the user of the strong likelihood that the user is 
misspelling a word. 
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